INITIAL LIST OF TOPICS FOR REGULATORY STREAMLINING GROUP

- Inclusion of new State statutory requirements (H₂S, Vegetative Storm Debris, Commercial Medical Waste Incinerator Permitting)
- Consistency of defined-term usage
- Updates to Incorporation by reference dates on a case-by-case basis
- Simplification of Prevention of Significant Deterioration provisions
- Continued relevance of grandfathering provisions
- Regulatory Structure
  - Four Separate Regulations
  - One State-only regulation and one SIP/Title V regulation with skinny IBR nonattainment Chapter
  - One State-only regulation, one SIP/Title V regulation (excluding nonattainment NSR), and one nonattainment NSR regulation
  - One consolidated regulation:
    - State-only provisions intermixed/consolidated with SIP provisions, but redacted from SIP submission. (Regulation No. 35 Strawman Draft V1)¹
    - Separate chapters to preserve isolation for State-only requirements, Title V requirements, and nonattainment requirements. (Regulation No. 35 Strawman Draft V2)²
- Disposition of Regulation 31
  - Retain as is
  - Repeal
  - Repeal and replace in consolidated regulation with simple IBR chapter or placeholder for future nonattainment
- Stage I Vapor Recovery

¹ Released for feedback in May 2018
² Under development for workgroup discussion purposes of Regulatory Structure